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1.0 Introduction/Overview

This document contains responses to regulatory agency and public comments that were received
on the Public Notice for the Sustainable Aquaculture Project (SAP) that is being proposed by
Rose Canyon Fisheries, Inc. (RCF). The project, herein referred to as RCF-SAP, would represent
the first commercial-scale, offshore fish farm in the federal waters of the United States (U.S.). In
addition to being commercially viable, the project is designed to monitor and evaluate concerns
related to the environmental sustainability of offshore aquaculture.
1.1

Project Overview

RCF is a collaboration between Hubbs-SeaWorld Research Institute (HSWRI) and Cuna del Mar
(CdM). HSWRI is a 501(C)(3), non-profit, public trust research foundation dedicated to
providing effective solutions to conflicts that arise between human activity and the natural world,
while CdM is a private equity fund dedicated to developing sustainable, open-ocean aquaculture.
By combining the scientific and environmental expertise of HSWRI with the mission focus and
experience in open ocean aquaculture of CdM, RCF will help pioneer environmentally and
economically sustainable methods to meet our nation’s growing demand for healthy, high quality
seafood.
The proposed project would rear yellowtail jack (Seriola lalandi) in sea cages that would be
located 7.2 kilometers (4.5 miles) from the southern California shoreline, near Mission Bay, San
Diego (Latitude 32º44.469’N, Longitude 117º19.931’W) (Figure 1-1). Production would be
phased, beginning at 1,000 to 1,500 metric tons (MT) in the first production cycle in order to
achieve operational efficiency and ensure environmental compatibility. Based on these data, the
project will gradually expand to 5,000 MT in annual production by year eight.
Yellowtail jack has been chosen as the initial production species; however, the site would also be
seeking permits for other local species such as white seabass (Atractoscion nobilis) and striped
bass (Morone saxalis), which would be interchangeable with yellowtail jack once the project
becomes operational, depending on the availability of juveniles and permit conditions. The fish
would be reared in state-of-the-art surface and submersible cages, and the farm wold have the
capacity to test new containment systems as they are developed.
If successful, this project would serve as a model for the development of additional marine
aquaculture projects in the waters offshore the United States. It will create jobs, including new
opportunities for commercial fishermen, and it will ensure that the existing infrastructure for fish
processing and distribution has a viable future. The consumer will benefit from a year-round
supply of high quality, locally produced, fresh seafood that is both safe and healthful. The local
production of a supplemental supply of high quality farmed fish will be significantly more
efficient than capture fisheries or land-based practices can achieve. In addition, the availability of
high quality farmed fish may help to ease pressure on wild fisheries.
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Figure 1-1. Project Location

1.2

Public Review and Comment

On February 9, 2015, a Public Notice (PN) and was published in accordance with Section
102(2)(C) of the NEPA of 1969, as amended (42 USC 4321 et seq.), and the implementing
regulations at 40 CFR 1501.7. The PN contained a brief description of the proposed Project and
identified issue areas where the Project could result in potentially significant environmental
impacts. In response to public comments, the NEPA environmental review will evaluate a wide
range of environmental issue areas and project alternative sites and configurations.
The PN was distributed to interested parties, including Federal, State, and local agencies,
environmental and public interest groups, and other interested parties. The U.S. Armory Corps of
Engineers solicited comments through distribution of this PN. This document contains all of the
comments received in response to the PN along with detailed responses to comments, as
appropriate. These comments were used to help direct the scope of the analysis and the technical
studies for NEPA environmental review.
1.3

Evaluation of the Project under NEPA

1.3.1

NEPA Background

NEPA was enacted by Congress in 1969 and requires Federal agency decision-makers to
document and consider the environmental implications of their actions or decisions, with the
intent of helping public officials make decisions that are based on understanding of
environmental consequences and take actions that protect, restore, and enhance the environment.
When a Federal agency determines that a proposed project could result in significant
environmental effects, an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) is prepared the purpose of
which is to provide a full and fair discussion of anticipated significant environmental impacts.
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The EIS informs decision-makers and the public of the reasonable alternatives that would avoid
or minimize significant impacts, or enhance the quality of the human environment. An EIS is not
only a disclosure document, it is a decision-making aid that is used by Federal officials in
conjunction with other relevant material to plan actions and make decisions. When a Federal
agency determines that a proposed project would not result in significant environmental effects,
or significant mitigation is identified to avoid significant impacts, an Environmental Assessment
(EA) is prepared.
1.3.2

Scope of Analysis

This environmental review will be prepared in accordance with Federal guidelines established to
comply with NEPA. Federal NEPA purpose and policy states:
NEPA procedures must insure that environmental information is available to public
officials and citizens before decisions are made and before actions are taken. The
information must be of high quality. Accurate scientific analysis, expert agency
comments, and public scrutiny are essential to implementing NEPA. Most important,
NEPA documents must concentrate on the issues that are truly significant to the action in
question, rather than amassing needless detail. NEPA’s purpose is to foster excellent
action. The NEPA process is intended to help public officials make decisions that are
based on understanding of environmental consequences, and take actions that protect,
restore, and enhance the environment. Environmental impact statements shall be concise,
clear, and to the point, and shall be supported by evidence that agencies have made the
necessary environmental analyses. Reasonable alternatives to proposed actions that will
avoid or minimize adverse effects of these actions upon the quality of the human
environment must be identified and assessed (40 CFR 1500.1 – 1500.2).
An additional, somewhat unique aspect of the NEPA analysis in this document addresses
how oil spills are analyzed. Appendix C contains information on the largest amount of oil
that could be spilled during the project. This amount is characterized as being a worstcase scenario. However, in 1986, the President’s Council on Environmental Quality
(CEQ) published a Federal Register Notice (Vol. 51, No. 80, pgs 15618-15626)
establishing that NEPA analyses should not analyze worst-case scenarios, but only those
that are reasonably foreseeable. For the purposes of this document, the largest oil spill
volume arises from a complete emptying of the pipeline. While this scenario is not likely,
it is included in the analysis as a conservative version of reasonably foreseeable. 1

1

“’Reasonably foreseeable’ includes impacts that have catastrophic consequences, even if their probability of
occurrence is low, provided that they have credible scientific support, are not based on pure conjecture, and are
within the rule of reason.” 50 FR 32238 (1985).
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1.3.3

Key Principles Guiding Preparation of the Environmental Review
1.3.3.1 Emphasis on Significant Environmental Effects

This NEPA review will focus on significant environmental effects from the proposed Project and
alternatives, and the relevance of those impacts to the decision-making process. “Environmental
effects,” as defined by NEPA, include physical effects on the environment.
Under NEPA economic or social effects “are not intended by themselves to require preparation
of an EIS,” but economic, social, and health, including psychological health, effects may not
need a direct “physical effect” nexus to trigger their analysis. When economic or social and
natural or physical environmental effects are interrelated, an NEPA review must discuss all such
effects. 40 C.F.R. § 1508.14. Pursuant to CEQ regulations at 40 C.F.R. § 1508.8, significant
environmental effects are determined by analyzing the impacts of a proposed project on the
following resources: ecological, aesthetic, historic, cultural, economic, social, or health, whether
direct, indirect, or cumulative. Effects may also include those resulting from actions that may
have both beneficial and detrimental effects.
1.3.3.2 Disagreement Among Experts

It is possible that evidence that might raise disagreements will be presented during the public
review of the NEPA analysis. Such disagreements will be noted and will be considered by the
decision-makers during the public hearing process. However, it is not necessary to resolve all
such disagreements in order to be adequate under NEPA.
1.3.3.3 Duty to Mitigate

Under NEPA, 40 CFR 1505.3 requires that “mitigation and other conditions established in the
environmental impact statement or during its review and committed as part of the decision shall
be implemented by the lead agency or other appropriate consenting agency.” While the lead
agency may identify and analyze impacts outside its jurisdiction, the lead agency limits the
placement of special conditions in the lead agency approvals (requirements for mitigation) to
activities within the lead agency jurisdiction. The lead agency cannot constrain operations
outside its jurisdiction where, absent lead agency approvals for activities in waters of the United
States, the Federal government has no authority over those operations. Therefore, while there
may be an increment of other indirect and/or cumulative effects within the lead agency scope of
review (i.e., traceable to the issuance of an approval), the lead agency would not place special
conditions on those impacts because those activities are not within the lead agency’s jurisdiction,
and some portion of those impacts would occur absent a lead agency permit.
The U.S. Constitution also limits the authority of regulatory agencies. The Constitution limits an
agency’s authority to impose conditions to those situations where there is a clear and direct
connection (“nexus,” in legal terms) between a project impact and the mitigation measure. There
must also be a proportional balance between the impact caused by the proposed project and the
mitigation measure imposed upon the applicant. An applicant cannot be forced to pay more than
its fair share of the mitigation, which should be roughly proportional to the impacts caused by
the proposed project or alternative.
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Mitigations can be applied to all alternatives except for the No Action/No Project alternative.
Future Federal production has already been approved. Thus, no further mitigations can be
applied because in the absence of an approval, there is no nexus to require the proposed
mitigation measures.
1.3.3.4 Requirements to Evaluate Alternatives

According to the CEQ NEPA Regulations (40 CFR 1502.14), an alternatives section is required
to:
•

Rigorously explore and objectively evaluate all reasonable alternatives;

•

Include reasonable alternatives not within the lead agency’s jurisdiction or congressional
mandate, if applicable;

•

Include the no-action alternative;

•

Provide substantial treatment for each alternative, including the proposed action, so that
reviewers may evaluate their comparative merits;

•

Identify the lead agency’s preferred alternative, if one exists;

•

Include appropriate mitigation measures (when not already part of the proposed action or
alternatives); and

•

Present the alternatives that were eliminated from detailed study and briefly discuss the
reasons for elimination.

Additionally, for impacts to aquatic resources, USEPA’s Section 404(b)(1) guidelines are
required to be followed (43 USC 1331-1356). These guidelines require that the lead agency issue
an approval for the least environmentally damaging practicable alternative, where “practicable”
is defined in terms of cost, logistics, and technology that still meets the overall project purpose.
The Section 404(b)(1) guidelines focus on the impacts to the aquatic environment of waters of
the United States, but also consider other potentially significant consequences. Additionally, the
scope of the 404(b)(1) analysis is narrower than that of the NEPA analysis, and, as such, may
reach different conclusions regarding the practicability of an alternative.
In order to comply with the Section 404(b)(1) guidelines, the lead agency typically analyzes
alternatives that reduce impacts to aquatic resources through alternative configurations,
locations, construction methods, sizes, and so forth. Pursuant to the Section 404(b)(1) guidelines,
the lead agency can only issue an approval for a project that is the least environmentally
damaging practicable alternative (focusing primarily on impacts to aquatic resources) that is not
contrary to public interest.
1.4

Document Organization

The remainder of this document is divided into two major sections.
•

Response to Comments – This section contains comment letters that necessitate a written
response to one or more comments.
5

•

Support Comments – This section contains comment letters that are in support of the
proposed project that do not raise any substantive issues associated with the project and
do not require any formal response.
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2.0 Comment Letters and Responses

Copies of the written comments submitted in response to the PN that raised concerns associated
with potential project-related environmental impacts are provided in this section. Each
numbered comment set is immediately followed by the corresponding responses. Comment
letters are presented, followed by any comments received from the organization or individual
submitting the comment letter. Comment letters that were submitted in support of the proposed
project are included in Section 3.0.
Table 2-1 lists all the commenters on the PN and shows the comment set identification number
for each letter received. Individual comments are numbered in the margins of each comment
letter and the correspondingly numbered responses follow each letter.
Table 2-1
Commenters and Comment Set Number
Name

Governmental Agencies
U.S. EPA, Region 9
NOAA/NMFS
DOD Regional Environmental Coordination (DoDREC 9)
United States Coast Guard
California Department of Fish and Wildlife
Groups
San Diego Coast Keeper
Coastal Environmental Rights Foundation
Public
Muyassar H. Abualreesh
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Comment
Set #

Comment
Code

1
2
3
4
5

EPA
NOAA
DOD
USCG
CDFW

6
7

SDCK
CERF

8

MHA

2.1

Comment Set 1: U.S. EPA, Region 9

8

9
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Response to Comment Set 1: U.S. EPA, Region 9

EPA-1.

The Public Notice (PN) contains preliminary project design information and
information from an initial environmental evaluation of the proposed project’s
potential impacts. The NEPA environmental assessment will contain refined project
design information and analysis, as well as the evaluation of alternative sites and
configurations, as necessary, in order to avoid or minimize potential environmental
and public safety impacts.

EPA-2.

An initial Environmental Evaluation (EE) that was prepared for the proposed project
evaluated potential impacts to navigation based on a preliminary project design. The
NEPA environmental assessment will contain refined project design information and
analysis, as well as the evaluation of alternative sites and configurations, as necessary,
in order to avoid or minimize potential impacts to navigation. The EE also addressed
potential conflicts with commercial and recreational fishing and included an
evaluation of fish block data. The NEPA environmental assessment will refine this
analysis based on the refined project design information.

EPA-3.

The PN provides a general project location on the first page of the notice, which is
based on the center of the proposed facility. PN Figures 5 and 6 clearly show the
relative location of the facility in relation to the shoreline and California 3-mile limit.
The EE that was prepared for the proposed project clearly identifies the location and
extent of the proposed facility, with all potential impacts clearly based on this
configuration. The NEPA environmental assessment will clearly identify the project
location and overall project footprint in order to avoid any confusion.

EPA-4.

The PN provides an overview of potential impacts and mitigation measures that were
identified on the EE that was prepared based on a conceptual project design. The
NEPA environmental assessment will provide considerably more project design
specificity, as well as detailed evaluations of potential project impacts and mitigation
measures.

EPA-5.

Since the EPA will be the lead agency for the NEPA environmental assessment, close
coordination on the Section 402 (NPDES) review is assured.
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2.2

Comment Set 2: NOAA/NMFS

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

Response to Comment Set 2: NOAA/NMFS

NOAA-1. We agree with this comment that more environmental review is required. As noted in
the comment, an Environmental Evaluation (EE) has already been completed based
on a conceptual project design. The EE included recommendations for further
evaluation of potential impacts and studies to be completed prior to formal NEPA
review. The project design has been refined and the necessary studies have been
completed to allow for a timely NEPA environmental assessment.
NOAA-2. The EE included an evaluation of potential impacts to commercial and recreational
fishing and evaluated potential affected fisheries in Fish Block 861. As part of the
NEPA environmental assessment, interested stakeholders will have an opportunity to
be engaged in a discussion regarding lost fishing opportunities and economic
impacts.
NOAA-3. The NEPA environmental assessment will include an evaluation of Essential Fish
Habitat (EFH) and habitat areas of particular concern (HAPC) for all potentially
affected species and sensitive habitats. Potential mitigation measures will be
developed to avoid impacts to EFH and HAPC resources. The NEPA review will
also evaluate project alternatives with the intent of avoiding impacts to EFH and
HAPC resources.
NOAA-4. The US EPA will serve as the lead agency for the project NEPA review. The
environmental assessment will provide a refined evaluation of potential EFH impacts
to determine if a formal EFH Assessment is required and initiate consultations
should the results of the assessment indicate the potential for adverse impacts on
EFH.
NOAA-5. The EE that was prepared for the proposed project identified several areas where
aquaculture projects have been known to cause adverse impacts on EFH that were
summarized in the PN. Based on the EE analysis, potential impacts to EFH would
not be significant following the implementation of several mitigation measures. The
EE also recommended additional field studies to provide information that would be
required to make a definitive EFH determination. The NEPA environmental
assessment will include updated information on all of the potential impact areas that
are listed in the comment. The following areas of potential impacts were identified
and will be addressed in the NEPA environmental assessment as follows:
•

Organic particulates discharged during aquaculture activities may locally
degrade marine water quality.

•

Deposition of excess feed, fecal matter. and fish excretions may adversely impact
seafloor sediments.

•

Antibiotics and other therapeutic chemicals released into the marine environment
may adversely affect water and sediment quality.
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A Doppler current meter was recently deployed at the proposed site and relevant
benthic sampling was also conducted. These data were applied to an updated
version of AquaModel, now an advanced 4-dimensional (Latitude x Longitude x
Depth x Time) GIS fish farm simulation software tool. The model predicts water
column and benthic effects of fish farm discharges and has been tested in inshore
and offshore locations worldwide since 1991 (Rensel et al. 2007). A parallel
modeling exercise was also be conducted using DEPOMOD, a Scottish origin
software program that has been used for 15 years to provide guidance for
permitting marine cage operations around the globe (Cromey et al. 2002; Cromey
and Black 2005; Cromey et al. 2012). DEPOMOD predicts organic carbon
deposition and accumulation beneath fish farms and estimates impacts on benthic
invertebrate communities. The results of the modeling analyses will be used to
evaluate potential EFH impacts.
The EE also provided a Fish Health Management evaluation and quality
assurance program to minimize antibiotics and other therapeutic chemicals
released into the marine environment.
•

Hard-bottom habitat may potentially be adversely impacted by anchors and
associated chains.
The EE provided a preliminary anchoring plan, as well as a proposed mitigation
measure to avoid hard-bottom habitat. The NEPA environmental assessment will
update this analysis based on a final project design and site specific analysis. In
addition, the NEPA environmental assessment will include an evaluation of
alternative project sites and configurations to avoid impacts to hard-bottom
habitat.
A minimum of two anchors would be used to moor each of the 24 proposed fish
cages to the seafloor within each of two mooring grids (see mooring diagram in
Appendix II). Although the physical area the net pens will encompass at the sea
surface is .24 km2 x 2 grids, the anticipated anchoring grid footprint on the
seafloor for the project is 1.62 km2 x 2 grids. Additionally, an additional 80-100
foot vessel will remain on site to provide 24-hour security and assist in feeding
and production activities at the net pens, while smaller supply vessels will visit
the site on a daily basis to deliver personnel and other supplies. All vessels will be
moored directly to the cage grid structure when on site, thereby avoiding impacts
to substrate that could occur from repeated anchoring to the seafloor.
Bathymetric mapping of the seafloor beneath the project site indicates that there
does not appear to be a hard substrate feature within 1,600 m (1 mile) of the site
which would be threatened by the placing of the proposed 500 kg anchors. The
furthest potential anchor locations required to maintain the cage grid in the
required position are sited approximately 400 m (0.25 miles) from the cage grid
perimeter. Although impacts to hard substrate features are not anticipated to occur
from installation of the mooring grid and anchors, hard substrate is also often
found underlying a thin veneer of soft bottom sediments. If hard substrate were to
22

be encountered, impacts to such habitats and their associated benthic communities
could be significant.
Surveys of hard-bottom structures have shown that these habitats are inhabited by
a wide variety of benthic organisms. Ophiuroids, brachiopods, sponges, and
echinoderms are common groups of invertebrates that occur on hard bottom
substrates. Anemones, such as Corynactis californica and Metridium senile, and
corals, such as Lophelia californica, may occur on higher relief structures in the
project area. Hard-bottom structures also provide habitat for a variety of fish
species that are subjected to considerable commercial and recreational fishing
effort in the project region. This fishing effort is primarily focused on various
rockfish species. Not only are hard-bottom habitats assumed to be ecologically
sensitive, but they are also important for commercial and recreational purposes.
Anchor scars that were created in 1986 during the installation of the pipelines
between Platforms Hermosa, Harvest, and Hidalgo were surveyed in 1992. Six
years after disturbance, anchor scars were clearly visible in hard-bottom
structures. Scars ranged from deep furrows in hard substrate to furrows created by
the displacement of rocks (MRS, 1993). Furrows created by the anchors were
typically 1-3 feet deep and up to 12 feet in width. Berms 0.5 to 1.5 feet high and
consisting of sand or broken rock usually lined the scars that were surveyed.
Comparison of biological communities in the scar and adjacent control areas
showed that community parameters such as abundance and percent cover were
significantly diminished in each of the anchor scars that were surveyed.
Calculation of recovery rates for diminished species ranged from eight to 38 years
depending on the location of the anchor scar. Although recolonization rates for
deep water epifaunal organisms are not precisely known, the results from this
study indicate that hard-bottom habitats, once damaged or disturbed, take many
years to recover, if at all. Hence, anchors may permanently damage hard-bottom
structures thereby reducing habitat for a wide variety of marine invertebrates and
fish.
Although impacts to hard substrate features are not anticipated to occur with the
project; unidentified hard substrate could be encountered while placing the
anchors and chains for the mooring grid and cages. In soft substrates,
displacement and some loss of benthic habitat and life may also occur; however,
benthic infauna that reside in soft or sandy substrates tend to be fairly resilient to
mechanical disturbance and any impact would be expected to be temporary in
nature as recolonization would occur within a few weeks to months.
•

Wildlife may become entangled in the fish-pen nets.
A wide variety of fish, marine mammals, and bird species are attracted to fish
farming operations because they are a potential food source for those animals
(GBC 1997, Price and Morris 2013). In particular, farmed fish are an attractant for
seals, sea lions, predatory fish, and a variety of bird species. Uneaten fish food,
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fouling plants and animals that grow on nets and other equipment, and night
lighting are also attractants for a variety of marine life (GBC 1997).
The primary concern with respect to these animals and marine cage culture tends
to be the threat to the animals of entanglement with nets, mooring lines or other
floating equipment (Price and Morris 2013). Entanglements can cause death to
endangered or threatened seabirds, marine mammals, and sea turtles, to other
marine mammals that are protected by the Marine Mammal Protection Act, and to
other fish species.
At marine fish farms, however, entanglement in the cage nets poses the biggest
threat to sea birds, especially those that may dive to feed on fish or fouling
organisms (Belle and Nash 2008). Although the number of seabird mortalities due
to entanglement with fish-pen nets is not available, studies conducted in British
Columbia indicate that great blue herons, kingfishers, and diving ducks were the
most frequently reported species found tangled in various covering nets
(Rueggeberg and Booth 1989). For diving birds, cormorants and mergansers were
the most frequent species to die from drowning due to entanglement with fish-pen
nets (Booth and Rueggeberg 1989; Krohn et al. 1995).
The Environmental Assessment Office, Government of British Columbia (EAO
1997), conducted an extensive review of salmon aquaculture practices and effects
in the region. An important conclusion was that the location or placement of netpen fish farms was an important criterion for avoiding conflicts with wildlife.
Their recommendation was that fish-pen placement should be at least one
kilometer away from locations having seal and sea lion rookeries, haul-out and
wintering areas, and locations having marine bird colonies or concentrations
(Iwama et al. 1997). The proposed project meets this recommendation since the
facility is 4.5 km offshore. The nearest pinniped rookery is located at Casa Beach
on the mainland shore in La Jolla, CA, which is approximately 12.9 km (8 miles)
away from the proposed project site.
Negative interactions with wildlife can be further avoided or minimized with the
use of rigid netting material for the cages, keeping mooring lines taut and
removing any loose lines or floating equipment around the farm. Lines made of
stiff materials will help prevent entanglements. Additionally, the proper disposal
of all trash will reduce the risk that birds, sea turtles, or marine mammals will
ingest plastic or other trash associated with farm operations (Price and Morris
2013).
Because of entanglement conflicts between certain types of commercial fishing
nets and wildlife such as seabirds and marine mammals, net mesh sizes and
locations where commercial fishing nets may be placed are regulated by the
California Fish and Game Commission (CDFG 2001). Entangling nets (gill and
trammel) used by the commercial fishing industry differ from fish farming nets in
that they are designed to not be seen, and are hung loosely in order to capture
target species. In contrast, fish farming nets are made of heavy, colored nylon that
24

are designed to be highly visible, and are hung taut with weights to prevent
entanglements and maximize fish rearing volume.
In general, the containment nets used in conjunction with traditional gravity
design cages are designed to contain and grow fish while predator nets are
designed to keep predators away from the containment nets. The containment nets
for the proposed project would range in mesh size from 0.95 to 2.85 cm on the
square (.37 to 1.1 inches on the square), depending on the size of the fish, and the
predator nets will be 8 cm on the square (3.1 inches on the square), depending on
the netting used. The smaller mesh size nets (containment nets) will be placed
inside the bigger mesh size nets (predator nets). The nets will extend down from
the sea surface to approximately 18 meters. Cover nets, or bird nets of 2.5-5 cm
square mesh will also be stretched taut over the cage surface. These nets will be of
a high visibility color and supported with floating net rings to prevent birds from
weighing down the net to the water surface. Although these nets would not be
used for fishing purposes, the small mesh sizes that are proposed for use may
conflict with present fishing regulations, and pose an entanglement threat.
In contrast, newly developed, rigid net materials such as Kikko Net and copper
netting, and cage systems such as the Aquapod or Seastation fish pens do not
require a secondary anti-predation net. The semi-rigid structure of these cage
systems results in the cages being both more durable and less likely to entangle
wildlife.
The EE included a Risk Management Plan that addresses potential wildlife
entanglement in the net pens associated with predation. The NEPA environmental
assessment will update this information based on final project design to determine
if the project could result in potentially adverse EFH impacts,
•

Cultured fish may escape from containment, impacting the genetic integrity of
wild populations.
Escapes are not in the economic interest of producers; however despite
technological advances that have been made to net materials and other
containment features, escapes can and do still occur. When they happen, the
escapees may interact biologically with the wild population resulting in alterations
to the population’s genetic integrity or profile, the introduction of new or unusual
genotypes, and potential erosion of their reproductive fitness, particularly if
escapees are originally from non-local stock or selected by the breeders for certain
farm traits (Nash et al 2005).
The most important and direct consequence of escaped fish on the wild population
is through interbreeding. The effects of interbreeding are a reduction of genetic
variance between the two populations, and out-breeding depression. There is
evidence that farmed fish are capable of breeding with their conspecific natural
populations in the wild (Nash et al 2005). Therefore escapees may present a
genetic threat to locally adapted natural populations through intraspecific
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hybridization, resulting in a reduction in overall reproductive fitness and
recruitment to the wild population. Some interspecific hybridization might also
occur should farmed fish escape into an ecosystem where there are very closely
related species (Nash et al 2005). The use of reproductively sterile farm fish has
been proposed as one means of preventing genetic interactions with wild
populations, but is not yet considered a viable alternative.
In addition to interbreeding, escaped fish may compete with wild populations for
mates and nesting sites. They may compete with native species for forage and
habitat space, predate on endemic fish populations, and act as vectors for the
introduction of bacterial or viral pathogens or parasites (see Impact No. 5). The
effects of these processes can be a reduction in the genetic integrity of a
community or an ecosystem. In brief, the outcome can be a reduction in the
numerical or genetic fitness of the wild population, and possibly a reduction in the
fitness of other fish populations.
There are a number of ways for biological interactions to occur in an aquatic
ecosystem where aquaculture activities are practiced. Farmed fish can escape
directly from their enclosures due to human error, damage from a catastrophic
natural event such as a severe storm, or following damage to the structure by
predators. Additionally, some species of finfish and shellfish that spawn freely in
captivity and produce pelagic eggs may release fertilized gametes into the
surrounding environment. Finally, domestically cultured fish and shellfish raised
in hatcheries can be released intentionally on a large scale in annual stock
enhancement or sea-ranching programs, leaving them to migrate freely and
interact with wild populations.
The chance of these interactions occurring is affected by a number of factors, the
most important of which being opportunity. Escapees are rarely sexually mature,
as they are harvested by commercial growers before nutritional energy is directed
to the development of gonads. The few that might be selected as future
broodstock at harvest time would be moved elsewhere, usually to a land based
hatchery. Therefore, at the time of escape, escapees are not necessarily mature
enough to breed. Secondly, the escapees might not last long enough to mature in
the wild and interbreed. Thirdly, the timing of the escape might not be
coincidental with the natural breeding season of the wild population. Catastrophic
events may be large but they are also very rare, and chronic events may be
continual but usually involve very few fish. Consequently, the timing of an
escape, the numbers of escapees, and the size of the wild population are all
variables which play a role in defining the opportunity for biological interaction
(Nash et al 2005).
For most of the aquatic species commercially cultured in the U.S., the potential
outcomes of these risks have neither occurred nor are anticipated to occur
because:
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•

Producers have a strong economic incentive to prevent escape of
cultured animals and to recover animals that do escape,

•

Most pathogens are naturally occurring and ubiquitous,

•

Most species are cultured in their native range,

•

Successful introduction and spread of nonnative species often meets
strong biological resistance, and

•

Federal and state agencies have implemented a variety of invasivespecies regulations to prevent, control, manage, or mitigate potential
impacts (Tucker and Hargreaves, 2008).

Although a zero-escape threshold cannot be guaranteed, the implementation of a
detailed management program consisting of best husbandry practices, including
the thorough screening and selection of healthy, genetically robust hatchery stock,
monitoring and maintenance of net pens and equipment, and monitoring of
environmental conditions, shall be implemented. Although the proposed project
cannot entirely prevent escapes from occurring, impacts will be minimized to
every extent possible and are considered to be insignificant.
•

The pathogens or diseases associated with the culture species may be transferred
to wild fish stock or to the fish community residing in the project area.
Pathogenic organisms and diseases are natural components of any ecosystem.
Understanding the causes for disease outbreaks requires an understanding of the
variables associated with the pathogens, the host, and the environment (Hedrick,
1998). Under culture conditions, the pathogens are often the best understood
because their accessibility facilitates scientific scrutiny. Host variables, on the
other hand, are often poorly understood. These include the animal’s genetic
susceptibility to disease as well as its immune and nutritional status.
Environmental variables include the physical, biological, and chemical
characteristics of the animal’s surroundings, such as water temperature and
presence or absence of natural or anthropogenic toxins. Health assessment and
screening of animals prior to and during their placement in the pens, proper site
selection for enclosures and adhering to ‘best practices’ of animal husbandry are
commonly-employed methods of maintaining the health of farmed or cultured
species, including fish.
As is the case for any wildlife/livestock interface, the potential exists for disease
transfer between cultured and wild fish. Pathogens may be present in the water
column or food supply (whether inherently or through introduction), or may be
transmitted by direct contact with a disease vector, such as another infected fish.
Disease prevention through control of variables such as host quality and
environment is essential and would include careful selection and screening of fish
and proper siting of the net pens. Cultured animals would be rigorously screened
by a CDFW fish pathologist prior to placement in the net pens and would be
monitored closely throughout their residence in the pens. A detailed health
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management program consisting of early detection of illness, monitoring of
environmental conditions, best husbandry practices, good nutrition, and disease
control and eradication shall be implemented (See Appendix III). Disease
identification, control and reporting practices shall be conducted in accordance
with state or federal regulatory requirements. Because the proposed project will
implement a comprehensive health management program, disease impacts will be
minimized to every extent possible and are considered to be insignificant.
NOAA-6. The EFH Assessment in the NEPA environmental assessment will specifically
address concerns associated with each proposed species, including striped bass. The
final list of species available for the project will be based on avoiding adverse
impacts to EFH and other environmental concerns, and agency approval.
NOAA-7. The PN identified several mitigation measures and recommendations for further
study based on a preliminary project design. The NEPA environmental assessment
will be updated to reflect a refined project design, with much more specific
mitigation included, as necessary, to avoid adverse impacts. The mitigation measures
will be written to be real, permanent, quantifiable, verifiable, and enforceable.
The EE that was prepared for the project also contained much of the information that
should be included in the EFH assessment, including receiving-water monitoring
program, benthic impact assessment and monitoring methodology, nutrient modeling
results, nutrient reduction best management practices, loss-control plan, and health
management program. This information will be refined in the NEPA environmental
assessment EFH Assessment to reflect the current project design.
NOAA-8. The PN provided an overview of potential impacts to endangered species. The EE
that was prepared for the project included a comprehensive list of endangered and
threatened species in the project area and an analysis of potential impacts. The EE
analysis specifically evaluated entanglement in cage infrastructure, predator
deterrence, interference with migratory corridor, increased risk of vessel collisions
and impacts to important prey. The NEPA environmental assessment will update and
refine these analyses based on the current project design. The EE also included
numerous conceptual mitigation measures that will be updated to reflect the current
project configuration. The mitigation measures will be written to be real, permanent,
quantifiable, verifiable, and enforceable.
NOAA-9. As noted in the response to comment NOAA-5, a preliminary evaluation of potential
impacts to marine mammals was conducted as part of the EE. This analysis will be
refined based on the current project design and consultations with NMFS West Coast
Region Protected Resource Division. The impact analysis will also be expanded to
provide more specificity and mitigation measures that are real, permanent,
quantifiable, verifiable, and enforceable.
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2.3

Comment Set 3: DOD Regional Environmental Coordination (DoDREC 9)
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Response to Comment Set 3: DOD Regional Environmental Coordination (DoDREC 9)

DOD-1. The NEPA review of the project will include an analysis for potential alternative sites
to minimize potential impacts to the environment, public safety and Navy operations.
Rose Canyon Fisheries, along with the NEPA lead agency will consult with the Navy
to identify suitable sites that do not conflict with ongoing operations.
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2.4

Comment Set 4: United States Coast Guard

31

32

Response to Comment Set 4: United States Coast Guard

USCG-1. The NEPA environmental assessment will be evaluating the potential impacts of the
proposed project on vessel navigation and safety. As part of the NEPA review,
alternative project sites will be evaluated to determine the best potential site based on
environmental and safety concerns. Vessel AIS density data will be used in the
analysis to determine potential navigational hazards. The NEPA review will also
identify the facility marking requirements per USGS specifications.
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2.5

Comment Set 5: California Department of Fish and Wildlife
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Response to Comment Set 5: California Department of Fish and Wildlife

CDFW-1. The Public Notice (PN) provided a short summary of an Environmental Evaluation
(EE) that was prepared for the proposed project. The EE specifically addressed
potential impacts to biological resources and impacts to nearby marine protected
areas. The NEPA environmental assessment will expand on the EE analyses to
provide the CDFW will a basis for each impact determination,
CDFW-2. The EE that was prepared for the proposed project included a preliminary monitoring
program. The NEPA environmental assessment will be updated to reflect the current
project design and include an expanded monitoring program to address the CDFW’s
concerns. The NEPA environmental assessment will also contain an extensive
baseline that will be used to monitor potential project impacts.
CDFW-3. The EE that was prepared for the proposed project included a Risk Management Plan
that has the essential components that would be included in a Hazard Analysis and
Critical Control Point (HAACP) plan. The RMP will be tailored to mirror the critical
components that would be contained in a HAACP.
CDFW-4. The EE that was prepared for the proposed project included an evaluation of
potential impacts to commercial and recreational fishing and found potential impacts
to be less than significant following implementation of mitigation designed to
minimize the loss of accessible fishing area and avoid prime fishing habitat, such as
areas of hard-bottom habitat. This analysis will be updated in the NEPA
environmental assessment.
CDFW-5. The project proponents will consult with CDFW staff regarding the importation of
species to be reared at the project. Many of the species juveniles will be obtained
from California facilities (e.g., yellowtail jack and white seabass broodstock are
already held at HSWRI’s San Diego facility).
CDFW-6. The EE evaluated potential for spillage and aquatic pollution. Spill plans are in place
for facility operations that address non-petroleum product spills. Petroleum spills
from support vessels are unlikely, but still possible. The NEPA environmental
assessment will evaluate the potential impacts of spills and require the development
of a spill contingency plan that would coordinate with the San Diego Area
Contingency Plan since the highest probability of a spill would likely occur during
fueling operations that would take place in San Diego or Mission Bay.
CDFW-7. An extensive evaluation has been conducted to address potential project-related
changes to ocean conditions. A Doppler current meter was recently deployed at the
proposed site and relevant benthic sampling was also conducted. These data were
applied to an updated version of AquaModel, now an advanced 4-dimensional
(Latitude x Longitude x Depth x Time) GIS fish farm simulation software tool. The
model predicts water column and benthic effects of fish farm discharges and has been
tested in inshore and offshore locations worldwide since 1991 (Rensel et al. 2007). A
parallel modeling exercise was also be conducted using DEPOMOD, a Scottish origin
software program that has been used for 15 years to provide guidance for permitting
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marine cage operations around the globe (Cromey et al. 2002; Cromey and Black
2005; Cromey et al. 2012). DEPOMOD predicts organic carbon deposition and
accumulation beneath fish farms and estimates impacts on benthic invertebrate
communities. The NEPA environmental assessment will include the evaluation that
has been conducted for the project.
CDFW-8. The NEPA environmental assessment will include an evaluation of Essential Fish
Habitat (EFH) and habitat areas of particular concern (HAPC) for all potentially
affected species and sensitive habitats. Potential mitigation measures will be
developed to avoid impacts to EFH and HAPC resources. The NEPA review will
also evaluate project alternatives with the intent of avoiding impacts to EFH and
HAPC resources.
The EE that was prepared for the proposed project identified several areas where
aquaculture projects have been known to cause adverse impacts on EFH that were
summarized in the PN. Based on the EE analysis, potential impacts to EFH would
not be significant following the implementation of several mitigation measures. The
EE also recommended additional field studies to provide information that would be
required to make a definitive EFH determination. The NEPA environmental
assessment will include updated information on all of the potential impact areas that
are listed in the comment. The following areas of potential impacts were identified
and will be addressed in the NEPA environmental assessment as follows:
•

Organic particulates discharged during aquaculture activities may locally
degrade marine water quality.

•

Deposition of excess feed, fecal matter. and fish excretions may adversely impact
seafloor sediments.

•

Antibiotics and other therapeutic chemicals released into the marine environment
may adversely affect water and sediment quality.
A Doppler current meter was recently deployed at the proposed site and relevant
benthic sampling was also conducted. These data were applied to an updated
version of AquaModel, now an advanced 4-dimensional (Latitude x Longitude x
Depth x Time) GIS fish farm simulation software tool. The model predicts water
column and benthic effects of fish farm discharges and has been tested in inshore
and offshore locations worldwide since 1991 (Rensel et al. 2007). A parallel
modeling exercise was also be conducted using DEPOMOD, a Scottish origin
software program that has been used for 15 years to provide guidance for
permitting marine cage operations around the globe (Cromey et al. 2002; Cromey
and Black 2005; Cromey et al. 2012). DEPOMOD predicts organic carbon
deposition and accumulation beneath fish farms and estimates impacts on benthic
invertebrate communities. The results of the modeling analyses will be used to
evaluate potential EFH impacts.
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The EE also provided a Fish Health Management evaluation and quality
assurance program to minimize antibiotics and other therapeutic chemicals
released into the marine environment.
•

Hard-bottom habitat may potentially be adversely impacted by anchors and
associated chains.
The EE provided a preliminary anchoring plan, as well as a proposed mitigation
measure to avoid hard-bottom habitat. The NEPA environmental assessment will
update this analysis based on a final project design and site specific analysis. In
addition, the NEPA environmental assessment will include an evaluation of
alternative project sites and configurations to avoid impacts to hard-bottom
habitat.
A minimum of two anchors would be used to moor each of the 24 proposed fish
cages to the seafloor within each of two mooring grids (see mooring diagram in
Appendix II). Although the physical area the net pens will encompass at the sea
surface is .24 km2 x 2 grids, the anticipated anchoring grid footprint on the
seafloor for the project is 1.62 km2 x 2 grids. Additionally, an additional 80-100
foot vessel will remain on site to provide 24-hour security and assist in feeding
and production activities at the net pens, while smaller supply vessels will visit
the site on a daily basis to deliver personnel and other supplies. All vessels will be
moored directly to the cage grid structure when on site, thereby avoiding impacts
to substrate that could occur from repeated anchoring to the seafloor.
Bathymetric mapping of the seafloor beneath the project site indicates that there
does not appear to be a hard substrate feature within 1,600 m (1 mile) of the site
which would be threatened by the placing of the proposed 500 kg anchors. The
furthest potential anchor locations required to maintain the cage grid in the
required position are sited approximately 400 m (0.25 miles) from the cage grid
perimeter. Although impacts to hard substrate features are not anticipated to occur
from installation of the mooring grid and anchors, hard substrate is also often
found underlying a thin veneer of soft bottom sediments. If hard substrate were to
be encountered, impacts to such habitats and their associated benthic communities
could be significant.
Surveys of hard-bottom structures have shown that these habitats are inhabited by
a wide variety of benthic organisms. Ophiuroids, brachiopods, sponges, and
echinoderms are common groups of invertebrates that occur on hard bottom
substrates. Anemones, such as Corynactis californica and Metridium senile, and
corals, such as Lophelia californica, may occur on higher relief structures in the
project area. Hard-bottom structures also provide habitat for a variety of fish
species that are subjected to considerable commercial and recreational fishing
effort in the project region. This fishing effort is primarily focused on various
rockfish species. Not only are hard-bottom habitats assumed to be ecologically
sensitive, but they are also important for commercial and recreational purposes.
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Anchor scars that were created in 1986 during the installation of the pipelines
between Platforms Hermosa, Harvest, and Hidalgo were surveyed in 1992. Six
years after disturbance, anchor scars were clearly visible in hard-bottom
structures. Scars ranged from deep furrows in hard substrate to furrows created by
the displacement of rocks (MRS, 1993). Furrows created by the anchors were
typically 1-3 feet deep and up to 12 feet in width. Berms 0.5 to 1.5 feet high and
consisting of sand or broken rock usually lined the scars that were surveyed.
Comparison of biological communities in the scar and adjacent control areas
showed that community parameters such as abundance and percent cover were
significantly diminished in each of the anchor scars that were surveyed.
Calculation of recovery rates for diminished species ranged from eight to 38 years
depending on the location of the anchor scar. Although recolonization rates for
deep water epifaunal organisms are not precisely known, the results from this
study indicate that hard-bottom habitats, once damaged or disturbed, take many
years to recover, if at all. Hence, anchors may permanently damage hard-bottom
structures thereby reducing habitat for a wide variety of marine invertebrates and
fish.
Although impacts to hard substrate features are not anticipated to occur with the
project; unidentified hard substrate could be encountered while placing the
anchors and chains for the mooring grid and cages. In soft substrates,
displacement and some loss of benthic habitat and life may also occur; however,
benthic infauna that reside in soft or sandy substrates tend to be fairly resilient to
mechanical disturbance and any impact would be expected to be temporary in
nature as recolonization would occur within a few weeks to months.
•

Wildlife may become entangled in the fish-pen nets.
A wide variety of fish, marine mammals, and bird species are attracted to fish
farming operations because they are a potential food source for those animals
(GBC 1997, Price and Morris 2013). In particular, farmed fish are an attractant for
seals, sea lions, predatory fish, and a variety of bird species. Uneaten fish food,
fouling plants and animals that grow on nets and other equipment, and night
lighting are also attractants for a variety of marine life (GBC 1997).
The primary concern with respect to these animals and marine cage culture tends
to be the threat to the animals of entanglement with nets, mooring lines or other
floating equipment (Price and Morris 2013). Entanglements can cause death to
endangered or threatened seabirds, marine mammals, and sea turtles, to other
marine mammals that are protected by the Marine Mammal Protection Act, and to
other fish species.
At marine fish farms, however, entanglement in the cage nets poses the biggest
threat to sea birds, especially those that may dive to feed on fish or fouling
organisms (Belle and Nash 2008). Although the number of seabird mortalities due
to entanglement with fish-pen nets is not available, studies conducted in British
Columbia indicate that great blue herons, kingfishers, and diving ducks were the
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most frequently reported species found tangled in various covering nets
(Rueggeberg and Booth 1989). For diving birds, cormorants and mergansers were
the most frequent species to die from drowning due to entanglement with fish-pen
nets (Booth and Rueggeberg 1989; Krohn et al. 1995).
The Environmental Assessment Office, Government of British Columbia (EAO
1997), conducted an extensive review of salmon aquaculture practices and effects
in the region. An important conclusion was that the location or placement of netpen fish farms was an important criterion for avoiding conflicts with wildlife.
Their recommendation was that fish-pen placement should be at least one
kilometer away from locations having seal and sea lion rookeries, haul-out and
wintering areas, and locations having marine bird colonies or concentrations
(Iwama et al. 1997). The proposed project meets this recommendation since the
facility is 4.5 km offshore. The nearest pinniped rookery is located at Casa Beach
on the mainland shore in La Jolla, CA, which is approximately 12.9 km (8 miles)
away from the proposed project site.
Negative interactions with wildlife can be further avoided or minimized with the
use of rigid netting material for the cages, keeping mooring lines taut and
removing any loose lines or floating equipment around the farm. Lines made of
stiff materials will help prevent entanglements. Additionally, the proper disposal
of all trash will reduce the risk that birds, sea turtles, or marine mammals will
ingest plastic or other trash associated with farm operations (Price and Morris
2013).
Because of entanglement conflicts between certain types of commercial fishing
nets and wildlife such as seabirds and marine mammals, net mesh sizes and
locations where commercial fishing nets may be placed are regulated by the
California Fish and Game Commission (CDFG 2001). Entangling nets (gill and
trammel) used by the commercial fishing industry differ from fish farming nets in
that they are designed to not be seen, and are hung loosely in order to capture
target species. In contrast, fish farming nets are made of heavy, colored nylon that
are designed to be highly visible, and are hung taut with weights to prevent
entanglements and maximize fish rearing volume.
In general, the containment nets used in conjunction with traditional gravity
design cages are designed to contain and grow fish while predator nets are
designed to keep predators away from the containment nets. The containment nets
for the proposed project would range in mesh size from 0.95 to 2.85 cm on the
square (.37 to 1.1 inches on the square), depending on the size of the fish, and the
predator nets will be 8 cm on the square (3.1 inches on the square), depending on
the netting used. The smaller mesh size nets (containment nets) will be placed
inside the bigger mesh size nets (predator nets). The nets will extend down from
the sea surface to approximately 18 meters. Cover nets, or bird nets of 2.5-5 cm
square mesh will also be stretched taut over the cage surface. These nets will be of
a high visibility color and supported with floating net rings to prevent birds from
weighing down the net to the water surface. Although these nets would not be
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used for fishing purposes, the small mesh sizes that are proposed for use may
conflict with present fishing regulations, and pose an entanglement threat.
In contrast, newly developed, rigid net materials such as Kikko Net and copper
netting, and cage systems such as the Aquapod or Seastation fish pens do not
require a secondary anti-predation net. The semi-rigid structure of these cage
systems results in the cages being both more durable and less likely to entangle
wildlife.
The EE included a Risk Management Plan that addresses potential wildlife
entanglement in the net pens associated with predation. The NEPA environmental
assessment will update this information based on final project design to determine
if the project could result in potentially adverse EFH impacts,
•

Cultured fish may escape from containment, impacting the genetic integrity of
wild populations.
Escapes are not in the economic interest of producers; however despite
technological advances that have been made to net materials and other
containment features, escapes can and do still occur. When they happen, the
escapees may interact biologically with the wild population resulting in alterations
to the population’s genetic integrity or profile, the introduction of new or unusual
genotypes, and potential erosion of their reproductive fitness, particularly if
escapees are originally from non-local stock or selected by the breeders for certain
farm traits (Nash et al 2005).
The most important and direct consequence of escaped fish on the wild population
is through interbreeding. The effects of interbreeding are a reduction of genetic
variance between the two populations, and out-breeding depression. There is
evidence that farmed fish are capable of breeding with their conspecific natural
populations in the wild (Nash et al 2005). Therefore escapees may present a
genetic threat to locally adapted natural populations through intraspecific
hybridization, resulting in a reduction in overall reproductive fitness and
recruitment to the wild population. Some interspecific hybridization might also
occur should farmed fish escape into an ecosystem where there are very closely
related species (Nash et al 2005). The use of reproductively sterile farm fish has
been proposed as one means of preventing genetic interactions with wild
populations, but is not yet considered a viable alternative.
In addition to interbreeding, escaped fish may compete with wild populations for
mates and nesting sites. They may compete with native species for forage and
habitat space, predate on endemic fish populations, and act as vectors for the
introduction of bacterial or viral pathogens or parasites (see Impact No. 5). The
effects of these processes can be a reduction in the genetic integrity of a
community or an ecosystem. In brief, the outcome can be a reduction in the
numerical or genetic fitness of the wild population, and possibly a reduction in the
fitness of other fish populations.
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There are a number of ways for biological interactions to occur in an aquatic
ecosystem where aquaculture activities are practiced. Farmed fish can escape
directly from their enclosures due to human error, damage from a catastrophic
natural event such as a severe storm, or following damage to the structure by
predators. Additionally, some species of finfish and shellfish that spawn freely in
captivity and produce pelagic eggs may release fertilized gametes into the
surrounding environment. Finally, domestically cultured fish and shellfish raised
in hatcheries can be released intentionally on a large scale in annual stock
enhancement or sea-ranching programs, leaving them to migrate freely and
interact with wild populations.
The chance of these interactions occurring is affected by a number of factors, the
most important of which being opportunity. Escapees are rarely sexually mature,
as they are harvested by commercial growers before nutritional energy is directed
to the development of gonads. The few that might be selected as future
broodstock at harvest time would be moved elsewhere, usually to a land based
hatchery. Therefore, at the time of escape, escapees are not necessarily mature
enough to breed. Secondly, the escapees might not last long enough to mature in
the wild and interbreed. Thirdly, the timing of the escape might not be
coincidental with the natural breeding season of the wild population. Catastrophic
events may be large but they are also very rare, and chronic events may be
continual but usually involve very few fish. Consequently, the timing of an
escape, the numbers of escapees, and the size of the wild population are all
variables which play a role in defining the opportunity for biological interaction
(Nash et al 2005).
For most of the aquatic species commercially cultured in the U.S., the potential
outcomes of these risks have neither occurred nor are anticipated to occur
because:
•

Producers have a strong economic incentive to prevent escape of
cultured animals and to recover animals that do escape,

•

Most pathogens are naturally occurring and ubiquitous,

•

Most species are cultured in their native range,

•

Successful introduction and spread of nonnative species often meets
strong biological resistance, and

•

Federal and state agencies have implemented a variety of invasivespecies regulations to prevent, control, manage, or mitigate potential
impacts (Tucker and Hargreaves, 2008).

Although a zero-escape threshold cannot be guaranteed, the implementation of a
detailed management program consisting of best husbandry practices, including
the thorough screening and selection of healthy, genetically robust hatchery stock,
monitoring and maintenance of net pens and equipment, and monitoring of
environmental conditions, shall be implemented. Although the proposed project
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cannot entirely prevent escapes from occurring, impacts will be minimized to
every extent possible and are considered to be insignificant.
•

The pathogens or diseases associated with the culture species may be transferred
to wild fish stock or to the fish community residing in the project area.
Pathogenic organisms and diseases are natural components of any ecosystem.
Understanding the causes for disease outbreaks requires an understanding of the
variables associated with the pathogens, the host, and the environment (Hedrick,
1998). Under culture conditions, the pathogens are often the best understood
because their accessibility facilitates scientific scrutiny. Host variables, on the
other hand, are often poorly understood. These include the animal’s genetic
susceptibility to disease as well as its immune and nutritional status.
Environmental variables include the physical, biological, and chemical
characteristics of the animal’s surroundings, such as water temperature and
presence or absence of natural or anthropogenic toxins. Health assessment and
screening of animals prior to and during their placement in the pens, proper site
selection for enclosures and adhering to ‘best practices’ of animal husbandry are
commonly-employed methods of maintaining the health of farmed or cultured
species, including fish.
As is the case for any wildlife/livestock interface, the potential exists for disease
transfer between cultured and wild fish. Pathogens may be present in the water
column or food supply (whether inherently or through introduction), or may be
transmitted by direct contact with a disease vector, such as another infected fish.
Disease prevention through control of variables such as host quality and
environment is essential and would include careful selection and screening of fish
and proper siting of the net pens. Cultured animals would be rigorously screened
by a CDFW fish pathologist prior to placement in the net pens and would be
monitored closely throughout their residence in the pens. A detailed health
management program consisting of early detection of illness, monitoring of
environmental conditions, best husbandry practices, good nutrition, and disease
control and eradication shall be implemented (See Appendix III). Disease
identification, control and reporting practices shall be conducted in accordance
with state or federal regulatory requirements. Because the proposed project will
implement a comprehensive health management program, disease impacts will be
minimized to every extent possible and are considered to be insignificant.

CDFW-9. The NEPA environmental assessment is being prepared in close consultation with
other resource agencies, such as the National Marine Fisheries Service, Department
of Defense, and the US Coast Guard, and, consistent with the EE that was prepared
for the project, specifically addressing potential impacts to marine sanctuaries,
marine protected areas, recreational areas, navigational channels, oil and mineral
extraction, military training areas, and approved dumping grounds. The current
project is designed to avoid, to the maximum extent feasible, potential impacts to
these resources.
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Comment Set 6: San Diego Coast Keeper
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Response to Comment Set 6: San Diego Coast Keeper

SDCK-1.

Following discussions between the various federal regulatory agencies it was
determined that the NEPA lead agency for the proposed project will be the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), with close consultation with the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). The permitting and oversight of
aquaculture projects is not a new endeavor for these agencies and they have
developed policies to address potential environmental concerns. The NOAA Marine
Aquaculture Policy outlines a wide range of goals to support aquaculture in federal
waters that is compatible with the functioning of healthy, productive and resilient
marine ecosystems. Potential impacts to Essential Fish Habitat and endangered
species will also require formal consultation with NOAA’s National Marine
Fisheries Service (NMFS). The US Army Corps of Engineers (ACOE) will
participate as a cooperating agency.

SDCK-2.

As noted in the responses to Comment SDCK-1, the EPA will assume the role of
NEPA lead agency with close coordination and consultation with NMFS.

SDCK-3.

Because the proposed project will involve transport of species across state waters,
the project will be working closely with the California Department of Fish and
Wildlife (CDFW), and will need to obtain the necessary import licenses from the
department. As such, it is recognized that the NEPA environmental assessment will
need to evaluate consistency with both the federal Coastal Zone Management Act
(CZMA) and California state regulations. The Environmental Evaluation (EE) that
was prepared for the proposed project conceptual design specifically addressed the
California. Fish & Game Code §15008 environmental sustainability factors listed in
this comment, including:
1) Appropriate areas for siting marine finfish aquaculture operations to avoid
adverse impacts, and minimize any unavoidable impacts, on user groups, public
trust values, and the marine environment;
2) The effects on sensitive ocean and coastal habitats;
3) The effects on marine ecosystems, commercial and recreational fishing, and other
important ocean uses;
4) The effects on other plant and animal species, especially species protected or
recovering under state and federal law;
5) The effects of the use of chemical and biological products and pollutants and
nutrient wastes on human health and the marine environment;
6) The effects of interactions with marine mammals and birds;
7) The cumulative effects of a number of similar finfish aquaculture projects on the
ability of the marine environment to support ecologically significant flora and
fauna;
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8) The effects of feed, fish meal, and fish oil on marine ecosystems;
9) The effects of escaped fish on wild fish stocks and the marine environment; and
10) The design of facilities and farming practices so as to avoid adverse
environmental impacts, and to minimize any unavoidable impacts.
In addition to consultation with CDFW, the California Coastal Commission (CCC)
will be responsible for issuing a CZMA determination and will have ample
opportunity to review and condition the project.
SDCK-4.

As discussed in the response to Comment SDCK-1, the EPA will be assuming the
NEPA lead agency role with the ACOE and NOAA participating as cooperating
agencies. The proposed project will require permits from all of these agencies, as
well as the CDFW and a CCC CZMA consistency determination. All mitigation
measures will be required to meet a standard that are determined to be real,
permanent, quantifiable, verifiable, and enforceable. As mentioned in the project
proponent’s EE, impact mitigation will be based on avoidance first, minimization of
impacts to a level that would be considered less than significant second, and in the
case of some impacts such as commercial fishing, compensation may be required.

SDCK-5.

The project proponents EE was prepared to evaluate potential impacts associated
with their preliminary design and identify areas where further study would be
required prior to starting the NEPA process. The EE was prepared for the project
proponents to identify areas where potential impacts could occur, how some of those
impacts could be mitigated, and what additional information and studies were
required prior to initiating the NEPA environmental review process. The EE was
never intend to serve as a NEPA-compliant document, but instead as a starting point
for any future NEPA environmental review. Additional studies were listed as
mitigation measures in order to identify specifically what steps would be required to
address the potential impact of concern. As clearly stated in the EE, additional
effluent modeling studies were needed to address site specific impacts. In response to
the EE recommendation, a Doppler current meter was deployed at the proposed site
and relevant benthic sampling was also conducted. These data were applied to an
updated version of AquaModel, now an advanced 4-dimensional (Latitude x
Longitude x Depth x Time) GIS fish farm simulation software tool. The model
predicts water column and benthic effects of fish farm discharges and has been tested
in inshore and offshore locations worldwide since 1991 (Rensel et al. 2007). A
parallel modeling exercise was also be conducted using DEPOMOD, a Scottish
origin software program that has been used for 15 years to provide guidance for
permitting marine cage operations around the globe (Cromey et al. 2002; Cromey
and Black 2005; Cromey et al. 2012). DEPOMOD predicts organic carbon
deposition and accumulation beneath fish farms and estimates impacts on benthic
invertebrate communities. The results of the modeling analyses will be used to
evaluate potential impacts as part of the NEPA review process.
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SDCK-6.

The project site, as currently proposed, would not be located over the top of a PLOO
benthic monitoring site reference location. However, the concern related to the
impact of the proposed project on the long-term PLOO monitoring program is noted
and will be addressed during the NEPA environmental review. As noted in the
response to comment SDCK-5, a modeling analysis of effluent plume dispersion and
deposition was recently completed. This modeling analysis will be used to evaluate
potential impacts to the PLOO monitoring sites for both benthic and water quality
reference stations.

SDCK-7.

Based on recent site-specific modeling studies, it does not appear that the proposed
project will result in any measurable degradation of marine and benthic
communities. However, given the uncertainty associated with deep water aquaculture
projects, extensive water quality and benthic monitoring will be required as a
condition of approval. As noted in the PN, the project would initially be operated at
lower stocking levels. If no water or benthic degradation is observed, stocking levels
would be gradually increased. Ongoing monitoring will be compared with the
baseline results that were recommended in the EE to determine if the project is
having a measurable impact on marine and benthic communities.

SDCK-8.

As discussed the response to comment SDCK-5, the mitigation measure requiring
the modeling of dissolved and particulate waste effluent was necessary prior to
starting the NEPA review process. Subsequent to the EE, current monitoring has
been conducted and the effluent modeling has been completed. These studies will be
used to evaluate potential impacts as part of the NEPA review process.

SDCK-9.

Please see the response to comment SDCK-8. The information listed in this measure
will be included in the NEPA environmental assessment.

SDCK-10. Please see the response to comment SDCK-8. The information listed in this measure
will be included in the NEPA environmental assessment. The EE did include a
Quality Assurance Program and Fish Health Management discussion, but more
project-specific information has been developed for the NEPA environmental
review.
SDCK-11. The NEPA environmental assessment will require an anchoring plan that
demonstrates how hard-bottom habitat will be avoided. The anchoring plan would
also describe routine monitoring of anchor position and methodologies that will need
to be followed should any anchor need to be redeployed. The mitigation measure for
the NEPA environmental assessment will list performance criteria for anchor
installation, monitoring and repositioning, and will definitively include a requirement
for avoidance of hard-bottom habitat.
SDCK-12. The EE provided an overview of the potential for net pen wildlife entanglement, as
well as proposed designed that would either minimize or eliminate potential
entanglements for various species. The NEPA environmental assessment will
provide detailed information on net pen design and measures that will be
implemented to avoid wildlife entanglement. The NEPA environmental assessment
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will also evaluate the potential performance of the proposed net pens in preventing
entanglement, identify potential impacts, and if necessary, additional mitigation
measures that may be required.
As noted in the comment, the applicant was reluctant to supply a copy of the EE to
any party since it was never intended to be reviewed as a NEPA-compliant
document. The EE was prepared based on preliminary project design features and
used to identify data gaps that needed to be addressed prior to initiating the NEPA
review process. Unfortunately, San Diego Coastkeeper obviously put a lot of effort
into the review of the EE that was extemporaneous to the NEPA environmental
review process. However, San Diego Coastkeeper’s input does provide additional
insight related to areas that require further review and analysis in the NEPA
environmental assessment.
Analyses conducted for the NEPA environmental assessment will also consider fish
aggregation at the project site. Expected aggregation will be estimated and potential
environmental impacts will be assessed to address the increased effluent stream
associated with fish aggregation.
SDCK-13. The mitigation measure referenced in this comment cites a mitigation measure that
was presented in the analysis of potential Marine Water Quality impacts (see EE
Section 4.1.5.2). As such, it was not necessary to repeat the extensive requirements
of the measure in the Marine Biological Resources section of the EE. Regardless, the
monitoring requirements will be clearly defined in the NEPA environmental
assessment.
SDCK-14. The proposed project will initially stock fish from broodstock that are held at
HSWRI’s research facility in San Diego. These fish were locally caught and are part
of the baseline genetic makeup of fish in the region. Therefore, the initial stages of
the project, where potential problems with escapes could be encountered, would not
result in contamination of the wild genome. The mitigation measure that will be
included in the NEPA environmental assessment will contain specific performance
criteria for net pen design and maintenance to prevent fish escape.
SDCK-15. The EE prepared for the proposed project contained an Appendix III that provided
detailed Fish Health Management procedures. It is unclear why this information was
not part of the EE that was provided to San Diego Coastkeeper. However, this
information will be provided as part of the NEPA environmental assessment, and the
NEPA mitigation will contain very specific performance criteria to minimize the
transfer of diseases and pathogens to the wild fish population.
The context of the personal communication between an RCF representative and San
Diego Coastkeeper, and the comment that one strategy would be to “inbreed the hell
out of them,” is unclear. Perhaps RCF was referring to the breeding habits of their
environmental consultants. In any event, the NEPA environmental assessment will
clearly identify measures to be taken to minimize the transfer of diseases and
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pathogens to the wild fish population, as well as specific performance measures that
will need to be included in the facility’s health management plan.
SDCK-16. The referenced impact and mitigation measure specifically addresses potential
impacts to marine mammals and sea turtles that could occur as a result of increased
vessel transportation. Impacts to marine mammals and sea turtles that could occur
from other project facilities are discussed in the previous impacts listed in the Marine
Biological Resources section of the EE.
SDCK-17. Potential impacts to commercial and recreational fishing that are likely to occur from
escapes, disease transmission, wild fish aggregations, predation behavior changes,
and cumulative environmental impacts, including water quality impacts are
evaluated in the Marine Water Quality and Marine Biological Resources sections of
the EE. It would be reasonable to assume that potential impacts to marine biological
resources would also impact commercial and recreational fishing activities. This
point will be clarified in the NEPA environmental assessment.
SDCK-18. The ability of federal agencies to permit an aquaculture facility in federal waters is
beyond the scope of the environmental analysis. However, federal approval of
projects within public trust lands is a common occurrence that frequently results to
limits on public access.
SDCK-19. As noted in the EE, HSWRI is involved in many research studies evaluating
alternative sources of protein to substitute for the fishmeal portions of fish feeds. The
results of these studies will be integrated into the program as commercially available
feed formulations are developed. Soy is one protein substitute that has been
evaluated and appears to be a good candidate to traditional fishmeal feeds. The
NEPA environmental assessment will provide more information on the proposed
species-specific feeds that will be used.
SDCK-20. No fish processing is proposed at the project site. The proposed project will not have
facilities available for large-scale fish gutting and processing. This will be clarified
in the NEPA environmental assessment.
SDCK-21. The existing discussion in the EE related to marine mammal behavior and health will
be expanded to clarify what, if any, changes could occur as a result of project
implementation.
SDCK-22. The EE provided an analysis of potential impacts associated with algae blooms, as
well as mitigation for preventing nutrient loading levels that would cause algae
blooms.
SDCK-23. EPA, NOAA and the USACOE have the authority to issue permits that authorize
project activities in federal waters of the US. As discussed previously, the EPA will
be the NEPA lead agency along with NOAA/NMFS and the USACOE participating
as cooperating agencies. Following discussions between the various federal
regulatory agencies it was determined that the NEPA lead agency for the proposed
project will be the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), with close consultation
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with the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). The permitting
and oversight of aquaculture projects is not a new endeavor for these agencies and
they have developed policies to address potential environmental concerns. The
NOAA Marine Aquaculture Policy outlines a wide range of goals to support
aquaculture in federal waters that is compatible with the functioning of healthy,
productive and resilient marine ecosystems. Potential impacts to Essential Fish
Habitat and endangered species will also require formal consultation with NOAA’s
National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS). The US Army Corps of Engineers
(ACOE) will participate as a cooperating agency.
SDCK-24. The ability of federal agencies to permit an aquaculture facility in federal waters is
beyond the scope of the environmental analysis. However, federal approval of
projects within public trust lands is a common occurrence that frequently results to
limits on public access.
SDCK-25. The permitting and oversight of aquaculture projects is not a new endeavor for these
agencies and they have developed policies to address potential environmental
concerns. The NOAA Marine Aquaculture Policy outlines a wide range of goals to
support aquaculture in federal waters that is compatible with the functioning of
healthy, productive and resilient marine ecosystems. Potential impacts to Essential
Fish Habitat and endangered species will also require formal consultation with
NMFS.
Because the proposed project will involve transport of species across state waters,
the project will be working closely with the California Department of Fish and
Wildlife (CDFW), and will need to obtain the necessary import licenses from the
department. As such, it is recognized that the NEPA environmental assessment will
need to evaluate consistency with both the federal Coastal Zone Management Act
(CZMA) and California state regulations. The Environmental Evaluation (EE) that
was prepared for the proposed project conceptual design specifically addressed the
California. Fish & Game Code §15008 environmental sustainability factors listed in
this comment, including:
1) Appropriate areas for siting marine finfish aquaculture operations to avoid
adverse impacts, and minimize any unavoidable impacts, on user groups, public
trust values, and the marine environment;
2) The effects on sensitive ocean and coastal habitats;
3) The effects on marine ecosystems, commercial and recreational fishing, and other
important ocean uses;
4) The effects on other plant and animal species, especially species protected or
recovering under state and federal law;
5) The effects of the use of chemical and bioJogical products and pollutants and
nutrient wastes on human health and the marine environment;
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6) The effects of interactions with marine mammals and birds;
7) The cumulative effects of a number of similar finfish aquaculture projects on the
ability of the marine environment to support ecologically significant flora and
fauna;
8) The effects of feed, fish meal, and fish oil on marine ecosystems;
9) The effects of escaped fish on wild fish stocks and the marine environment; and
10) The design of facilities and farming practices so as to avoid adverse
environmental impacts, and to minimize any unavoidable impacts.
SDCK-26. The project, if approved, will be subject to numerous mitigation measures and
environmental monitoring requirements to assure that adverse impacts do not occur.
The project will include design features that have been demonstrated at other
facilities to effectively avoid adverse impacts. The project applicants have extensive
experience in operating aquaculture facilities in California and Mexico and are well
equipped to monitor for potential adverse environmental impacts.
SDCK-27. EPA, NOAA and the USACOE have the authority to issue permits that authorize
project activities in federal waters of the US. As discussed previously, the EPA will
be the NEPA lead agency along with NOAA/NMFS and the USACOE participating
as cooperating agencies.
SDCK-28. Public participation will be actively encouraged, with at least one public meeting to
accept comments.
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2.7

Comment Set 7: Coastal Environmental Rights Foundation
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Response to Comment Set 7: Coastal Environmental Rights Foundation

CERF-1. A Doppler current meter was recently deployed at the proposed site and relevant
benthic sampling was also conducted. These data were applied to an updated version
of AquaModel, now an advanced 4-dimensional (Latitude x Longitude x Depth x
Time) GIS fish farm simulation software tool. The model predicts water column and
benthic effects of fish farm discharges and has been tested in inshore and offshore
locations worldwide since 1991 (Rensel et al. 2007). A parallel modeling exercise will
also be conducted using DEPOMOD, a Scottish origin software program that has been
used for 15 years to provide guidance for permitting marine cage operations around
the globe (Cromey et al. 2002; Cromey and Black 2005; Cromey et al. 2012).
DEPOMOD predicts organic carbon deposition and accumulation beneath fish farms
and estimates impacts on benthic invertebrate communities.
Results from the AquaModel and DEPOMOD simulations will: (1) demonstrate the
value of modeling as a predictive tool for permitting and regulation; (2) guide siting,
monitoring requirements, and best management practices (BMPs) for the proposed
aquaculture operations, and (3) validate use of models as a proactive tool to provide
stakeholders with high confidence in making space for aquaculture in the coastal
ocean. Additionally, the proposed site is also being evaluated by the Bren School of
Environmental Science and Management at the University of California Santa Barbara
to analyze siting criteria for an aquaculture marine spatial planning project supported
by NOAA’s Sea Grant program.
The NEPA environmental analysis will include an evaluation of organic residue from
the fish and the potential impacts to water quality and the benthic environment.
Preliminary results indicated that potential impacts to water quality and the benthic
environmental will be minimal due to the relatively high current velocities and
enhanced dispersion that are characteristic of the project site.
The California Coastal Commission will be required to evaluate the consistency of the
project with the Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA) and will have an opportunity
to require additional mitigation and/or monitoring should it be required above and
beyond the mitigation identified in the NEPA environmental analysis. Should ongoing
monitoring indicate that there are potential impacts from the project, operations would
be modified to minimize impacts.
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2.8

Comment Set 8: Muyassar H. Abualreesh
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Response to Comment Set 8: Muyassar H. Abualreesh

MHA-1. A Doppler current meter was recently deployed at the proposed site and relevant
benthic sampling was also conducted. These data were applied to an updated version
of AquaModel, now an advanced 4-dimensional (Latitude x Longitude x Depth x
Time) GIS fish farm simulation software tool. The model predicts water column and
benthic effects of fish farm discharges and has been tested in inshore and offshore
locations worldwide since 1991 (Rensel et al. 2007). A parallel modeling exercise will
also be conducted using DEPOMOD, a Scottish origin software program that has been
used for 15 years to provide guidance for permitting marine cage operations around
the globe (Cromey et al. 2002; Cromey and Black 2005; Cromey et al. 2012).
DEPOMOD predicts organic carbon deposition and accumulation beneath fish farms
and estimates impacts on benthic invertebrate communities.
Results from the AquaModel and DEPOMOD simulations will: (1) demonstrate the
value of modeling as a predictive tool for permitting and regulation; (2) guide siting,
monitoring requirements, and best management practices (BMPs) for the proposed
aquaculture operations, and (3) validate use of models as a proactive tool to provide
stakeholders with high confidence in making space for aquaculture in the coastal
ocean. Additionally, the proposed site is also being evaluated by the Bren School of
Environmental Science and Management at the University of California Santa Barbara
to analyze siting criteria for an aquaculture marine spatial planning project supported
by NOAA’s Sea Grant program.
The NEPA environmental analysis will include an evaluation of organic residue from
the fish and the potential impacts to water quality and the benthic environment.
Preliminary results indicated that potential impacts to water quality and the benthic
environmental will be minimal due to the relatively high current velocities and
enhanced dispersion that are characteristic of the project site.
The California Coastal Commission will be required to evaluate the consistency of the
project with the Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA) and will have an opportunity
to require additional mitigation and/or monitoring should it be required above and
beyond the mitigation identified in the NEPA environmental analysis. Should ongoing
monitoring indicate that there are potential impacts from the project, operations would
be modified to minimize impacts.
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3.0 Project Support Letters

The following letters were submitted in support of the proposed project. Since these comment
letters do not raise any substantive comments regarding potential environmental impacts
associated with the proposed project, no formal responses have been prepared and the applicant
does not dispute the content of these comments.
Table 3-1 lists all the project support comment letters that were submitted in responses to the PN
and shows the comment set identification number for each letter received.

Table 3-1
Commenters and Comment Set Number
Name

Comment Set #

Bamboo Sushi
Carlos Lopez
Carlsbad Chamber of Commerce
Cataline Sea Ranch
Daniel Benetti
John Foster
Michael Aldonas
Lorenzo Juarez
Love Wild Fish
Michael Coogan
Ocean Stewards
Santa Monica Seafood Company
San Diego Regional Chamber of Commerce
San Diego Port Tenants Association
Soy Aquaculture Alliance
Virginia Tech
The Working Waterfront Group
Ziegler Brothers

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
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Bamboo Sushi [Kristofor Lofgren, CEO Sustainable Restaurant Group]
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Carlos Lopez [Univ of Miami]

85

Carlsbad Chamber of Commerce [Ted Owen, President & CEO]

86

Catalina Sea Ranch [Philip Cruver, CEO]

87

88

Daniel Benetti, Professor & Director of Aquaculture, Univ of Miami

89

John Forster, President Forster Consulting Inc.

90

91

Michael Aldonas [Univ of Miami]

92

Lorenzo Juarez, Past President and Fellow, World Aquaculture Society

93

Love Wild Fish [Jacqueline Claudia, CEO]

94

95

Michael Coogan [Daniel Benetti’s student]

96

Ocean Stewards [Neil Sims, President]

97

98

99

100

101

Santa Monica Seafood Company [Logan Kock, VP Strategic Purchasing/Responsible
Sourcing]

102

103

San Diego Regional Chamber [Jerry Sanders, President & CEO]

104

San Diego Port Tenants Association [Sharon Cloward, President]

105

Soy Aquaculture Alliance [Steven Hart, Ph.D., Executive Director, Soy Aquaculture
Alliance]

106

107

Virginia Tech [Michael H. Schwarz, Ph.D., President: Quantum Tides Inc.]

108

The Working Waterfront Group (San Diego) [Linda Greenberg and Edward F. Plant]

109

Zeigler Brothers [R. Chris Stock, MSc, Craig Browdy, Ph.D. and Thomas Zeigler, Ph.D.]
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